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When the space of a lapsus no longer carries any meaning (or interpretation), then only is one sure that one is in the unconscious. One knows.

But one has only to be aware of the fact to find oneself outside it. There is no friendship there, in that space that supports this unconscious.

All I can do is tell the truth. No, that isn’t so—I have missed it. There is no truth that, in passing through awareness, does not lie.

But one runs after it all the same. …
EDITOR’S NOTE

Our intention here was to be as unobtrusive as possible . . .

P. V. P.
Try to read this chapter five, line by line, in some language other than French. Those who do not know German should read it in the English translation. You will find this translation — I say this in passing — quite entertaining. You will see, for example, that the translation of *instinct* for *Trieb*, and *instinctual* for *triebhaft* has so many drawbacks for the translator that, although it is maintained throughout quite uniformly — thus basing the whole edition on a complete misunderstanding, since *Trieb* and *instinct* have nothing in common — the discord becomes so impossible at one point that the implications of a sentence cannot be carried through by translating *triebhaft* by *instinctual*. A footnote becomes necessary — *At the beginning of the next paragraph the word Trieb . . . is much more revealing of urgency than the word instinctual. Trieb gives you a kick in the arse, my friends — quite different from so-called instinct*. That’s how psycho-analytic teaching is passed on!
No doubt, in the depths of my eye, the picture is painted. The picture, certainly, is in my eye. But I am not in the picture.
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Dr. Lacan’s writings, and especially the seminars for which he has become famous, have provoked intense controversies in French analytic circles, requiring as they do a radical reappraisal of the legacy bequeathed by Freud. The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis is based on a year’s seminar, which is of particular importance because he was addressing a larger, less specialized audience than ever before, among whom he could not assume familiarity with his work. For his listeners then, and for his readers now, he wanted “to introduce a certain coherence into the major concepts on which psycho-analysis is based,” namely, the unconscious, repetition, the transference, and the drive.
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